
Mr. J.W.Hughes 
	 8/21/92 

2195 Toronto Ln 
Concord, CA 94520 

Dear kr. Hughes, 

I did not intend to try to take your head off. I cafiorry that you have trouble 

reali:Ling that at 79, with serious h.alth inpariments, enBeedbled and limited in what 

I can do, there is a limit to the time I caajake to respond to all the letters l get. 

And still have any time for the work I am still trying to do. I cannot really take the 

time to read what you have written and criticize it. 

You are welocme to use anything I've published and if you'd like you are welcome to 

copy and use any of the documents I've published. If you were here yoU'd be welcome to 

go over all the records I've gotten and copy any you might want to use. But I can't do 

that searching for anyone now. 

No, I was not offended. But frankly, I do feel that becauss I do take the time to 

respond anc do try to help people expect too much of me, without thought to what that 

means to me, especially at this stage of my life. 

What I take to be your cover is attractive. Come to think of it, I do not remember the 

Hoover 11/24/63 memo to LBJ. I know it is faithful to fact but I do not recall it. Do you 

have the FBI file number for it, or can you sand me a copy? I also call to your attention 

that the 11/25 memo was not to LBJ. It was to Moyers. If you do not have a cooy I can 

give you cc  if you'd like to use it in facsimile. 

I apdreciate the kind 4ings you say about me in the other enclosed page, but my name 

is not "Howard", I wrote 7 books in all but only 6 on the jFK assassination and our 

zip code has been changed from 21701 to 21702, 

ood luck, 

Harold Weisberg 


